. The soil is the largest store of C (~1,500-2,400 PgC) in the terrestrial biosphere, containing more than double the C of the atmosphere [11] [12] [13] . Hence, loss of even a small proportion of this store may result in higher atmospheric-CO 2 concentrations and consequently additional planetary warming 8, 14 . Despite the wealth of research into warming effects on soil-C dynamics, there is no consensus on the magnitude of warminginduced reductions in soil C stocks 1, 14, 15 . The low confidence in the projected range of soil-C losses arises in part from an empirical focus on the responses of soil C decomposition rates to warming, rather than the direct measurement of changes in total soil C stocks. Confidence in projected losses is further eroded because emerging ideas 2, 16 about how soil C is formed and stabilized are not commonly represented in the soil biogeochemical models used for climate change projections [17] [18] [19] . Instead, the assumptions in these models about the mechanisms underlying soil C responses to warming are largely similar 11, 14, 20, 21 and often conflict with emerging understanding 16, 22, 23 . These assumptions underlie Earth system model (ESM) projections of soil C losses through climate warming 9, 24 . The ESMs are the most complex of the climate models, and incorporate the global C cycle to simulate how the atmosphere and biosphere interact to shape climate trajectories 11 . The ESM projections of warming-induced soil C losses range from minimal, to one-third of the stock lost by 2100 8, 9, 25 . The ESM characteristics generating this wide range in the projected magnitude of the feedback are well documented, involving uncertainties in the parameter values used to control the rate at which soil-C decomposes and the sensitivity of this rate to warming 26, 27 . Reducing these parameter Planetary warming may be exacerbated if it accelerates loss of soil carbon to the atmosphere. This carbon-cycle-climate feedback is included in climate projections. Yet, despite ancillary data supporting a positive feedback, there is limited evidence for soil carbon loss under warming. The low confidence engendered in feedback projections is reduced further by the common representation in models of an outdated knowledge of soil carbon turnover. 'Model-knowledge integration' -representing in models an advanced understanding of soil carbon stabilization -is the first step to build confidence. This will inform experiments that further increase confidence by resolving competing mechanisms that most influence projected soil-carbon stocks. Improving feedback projections is an imperative for establishing greenhouse gas emission targets that limit climate change.
uncertainties will do little to build confidence in the magnitude of the modelled feedback.
In this Review Article, we distinguish the meaning of 'uncertainty' from 'confidence' . Many forms of uncertainty exist when modelling climate change and associated biosphere feedbacks 28 , but they do not equally contribute to the confidence one has that projected changes will occur 29 . We focus on the four major uncertainties underpinning low confidence in the projections of soil C stock responses to warming. Three of these major uncertainties are empirical and the fourth is related to how soil C turnover is treated in ESMs. Specifically, the major modelling uncertainty is associated with representing common and outdated ideas about soil C turnover in the soil sub-models of the ESMs. We demonstrate the importance of instead representing different ideas in ESMs -that is, 'structural uncertainties' -that capture emerging concepts of soil C stabilization. To facilitate these efforts, we propose collaborative ways forward for empiricists and modellers to efficiently and rapidly improve confidence in projected soil-C-climate feedbacks.
Empirical uncertainties
We being by discussing, in turn, the three primary areas of empirical uncertainty that generate low confidence in feedback projections: (1) the paucity of direct observations of warming effects on soil C stocks; (2) the potential for organism responses to warming to alter short-term biogeochemical responses; and (3) the dramatically changing ideas about how soil C formation and stabilization are regulated.
Evidence for carbon loss. Empirical research into soil C stock responses to warming has primarily focused on decomposition (Fig. 1) . There is compelling evidence from observational studies across climate gradients, and both laboratory and field warming experiments, that decomposition rates respond positively to warming (but see ref. 15), at least in the short-term (<1 to ~10 years) 1, 2, 30 . These increases in decomposition of soil C to CO 2 occur with plants present or absent, suggesting that warming accelerates C loss from soils primarily by stimulating the activities of microbes 31 . This microbial mechanism underlies the C-cycle pathway in the ESMs through which soil C is redistributed to the atmosphere as the climate warms.
The soil C stock is not, however, just determined by microbial decomposition rates. Changes in the soil C stock are the net product of outputs (decomposition) and also inputs (soil C formation, Fig. 1 ). More rapid decomposition is therefore not synonymous with reductions in total soil C stocks 15 if coupled with similar increases in soil C formation. The idea that soil C stocks are the net outcome of inputs and outputs seems obvious and is captured by the soil sub-models in the ESMs
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. Yet expectations for reductions in soil C under warming are still primarily driven by empirical data of accelerated decomposition rates 1 , despite little evidence that decomposition responses can be used to infer responses in soil C stocks 1, 32 . In a synthesis of field data, for example, the mean effect size of warming on decomposition rates was statistically significant and strongly positive 2 . However, the same meta-analysis showed that the mean effect of warming on soil C stocks was indistinguishable from zero. Collectively, the plethora of studies reporting positive decomposition responses to warming provide weak, indirect support for the existence of a positive land-C-climate feedback 1, 5, 6 . The lack of direct evidence for reductions in soil C stocks may, in part, reflect a signal-to-noise issue. Soil C varies markedly at nanometre to metre scales in quantity, chemistry and the physical setting where it is found 33, 34 . These attributes can protect soil C from microbial decomposition, meaning that a large proportion of the C in a given soil will respond slowly (if at all) to warming 1 . Looking for a small change in a large, spatially variable stock makes it difficult to quantify the effects of warming on total soil C (Fig. 1) . For example, the statistical power to detect a change in total soil C stocks at a site is typically far below that recommended, demanding higher replication than generally used 35 . The use of techniques (such as isotopic labelling and soil pool fractionations) to track and quantify C turnover in soil pools that are differently vulnerable, does offer a solution for detecting a signal from among the noise [36] [37] [38] [39] . However, the issues with using such techniques to infer change in stock sizes echoes those for decomposition; environmental change can alter the sizes of individual C pools or fluxes without altering the total stock 40 . The difficulties involved in detecting changes in the total size of soil C stocks probably encouraged the use of indirect measurements, such as decomposition rates, to understand warming effects. However, demonstrating definitively that soil C stocks will be reduced under warming requires a large number of sites, long time scales (>20 years) and ecosystem (versus soil only) experimental warming. Such long-term network data will not be available in the short term 41 , but even collation of soil C stocks in existing field studies would be a step forward. So far, we know of only five published field-warming studies that measured soil C directly under experimental warming plots for timescales greater than ten years, and they did not consistently show reductions in soil C 2, 42 . Furthermore, of the 34 studies that have compared soil C dynamics in control versus experimental warming plots 2,42 -over both the short-and longerterm -only six measured stocks. The remainder measured soil C concentrations but these do not account for potential changes in soil bulk density, which could markedly affect stock sizes 43, 44 . A key challenge then, is determining how best to improve confidence in projected soil-C-climate feedbacks in lieu of the fact that there is limited direct data on the effects of ecosystem warming on total soil C stocks.
Organisms modify direct warming effects. Knowing how to best represent organismal responses to climate change in biogeochemical models is a significant challenge 45 . Initial effects of chronic disturbance on an ecosystem are often transient because the Warming-induced outputs (red arrows) in the schematic are represented as CO 2 fluxes, reflecting the assumption in ESMs that the land-C-climate feedback occurs through warming stimulating the activities of soil microorganisms that decompose soil C. Losses of soil C do occur through other pathways (lateral transport and soil erosion, blue and brown arrows), but warming effects on these losses are not well characterized. Instead, the majority of warming studies focus on decomposition of soil C to CO 2 . Despite strong warming effects on decomposition, there are very few observed reductions in soil C stocks. This paucity of data reflects the fact that there has been far less research into how warming affects soil C formation through plant inputs (downward green arrows) versus its effects on decomposition. It also reflects the signal-to-noise issues in detecting a change in soil C stocks, given marked local variation (horizontally as well as with depth) in soil C stocks and the fact only a proportion of this C is likely to be sensitive to warming-induced losses.
organisms, whose activities mediate biogeochemical processes such as decomposition, first respond physiologically and second through changes in abundance (Fig. 2) 
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. Two decades of experimental summer warming of arctic tundra, for example, gradually increased the dominance of woody plants, altering plant community architecture. The altered plant community mitigated direct summer warming of the soils but caused indirect warming in the winter. These longerterm consequences stimulated plant C inputs at depth, increasing both the activity of the soil microbes and soil C storage, despite the fact that initial warming was considered to promote soil C loss 42 . Soil microbial communities and controls on their activities also shift as temperatures change, altering their collective responses to warming in the short-versus long-term 4, 5, [47] [48] [49] [50] . Substantive debate exists as to whether these shifts will influence soil C decomposition rates 5, 46, 47, 51 . Adding to this uncertainty, new efforts to incorporate soil microbial processes in biogeochemical models reveal that the manner in which they are represented means that simulated acclimation to warming can alternatively exacerbate or mitigate soil C losses 4, 52, 53 . Some organismal responses to warming are incorporated in ESM formulations. For example, positive responses of plant production to warming are expected in cold, high-latitude systems because higher temperatures extend the growing season 42 . Most ESMs then project an increase in land-C stocks at high latitudes because increased plant-C inputs to soils more than offset the increases in soil C decomposition rates 11, 54 . Both model and empirical findings therefore highlight that warming responses of organisms influencing either soil C inputs or outputs will probably alter direct effects of warming on soil C stocks. The reality, however, is that we do not know whether the collective effects of these organismal responses under warming will amplify, dampen or scarcely influence direct warming-induced changes in the global stock of soil C.
Changing ideas on soil carbon stabilization. Low temperature is considered to be one of the dominant forces protecting soil C from decomposition 55 . In permafrost soils (those that are ≤0 °C for greater than two years) decomposition proceeds slowly because of limited availability of liquid water 56, 57 . As liquid water becomes available, microbial decomposition of soil C initially proceeds slowly because cool temperatures directly limit activity 58 . Warming then releases temperature limitation on the catalytic activities of intracellular and extracellular microbial enzymes, accelerating decomposition of soil C to CO 2 . The land-C-climate feedback in ESMs is primarily based on the assumption of this fundamental biochemical response 59 . But a paradigmatic shift in our understanding of how soil C is stabilized 60 casts doubt on whether such cellular processes can be directly scaled to biosphere-atmosphere interactions driving the C cycle.
Microorganisms have been considered the primary agents of soil C decomposition for over a century. They are now also recognized, somewhat paradoxically, as dominant agents of soil C formation ( Fig. 3) 16,23,61
. As much as 80% of the soil C in mineral soils that is protected from decomposition through physico-chemical mechanisms, exists in the form of microbial necromass and products 62 , and the proportion may be higher at depth 63 . Soil microbes therefore convert large fractions of plant-C inputs to CO 2 and a smaller fraction into stable soil C
36
. The process has been likened to a microbial funnel, whereby microorganisms consume unprotected C and a portion that passes through is converted into decomposition-resistant forms 36, 50, 64 . This dual role for microbes raises the possibility that warming could accelerate the decomposition and stabilization of soil C, shifting stocks toward proportionally more protected forms of C that are less sensitive to warming (Fig. 3) 
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.
The emerging paradigm of soil C formation emphasizes microbial growth efficiencies and mineral-matrix interactions as dominant forces stabilizing soil C 16,23, 66, 67 . Structural plant compounds such as lignin, previously considered resistant to microbial decomposition 66, 68 , represent a poor-quality substrate for microbial growth. Physiological inefficiencies involved in growing on poor substrates result in more plant C being respired to CO 2 instead of being transformed to microbial biomass 4 . Under this paradigm, most stable C in mineral soils is produced via microbial uptake of primarily metabolic plant matter inputs, which microbes rapidly decompose and convert to biomass efficiently ( Fig. 3) 23, 69 . The dominant pathway for these inputs may be via plant roots and their associated mycorrhizal fungi 70, 71 . If this paradigm is applicable across multiple ecosystems, it could help explain why increased inputs of structural plant C to soils, from aboveground litter sources, may not translate to higher soil C stocks 40, 72 . Once microbial products are formed, interactions with mineralsoil surfaces, such as clays, are required to protect them from decomposition 22, 34 . Hence, even in wet tropical rainforests, large stores of soil C can be found in aerobically respiring mineral soils where decomposition should otherwise be rapid 12 . The most vulnerable pools of soil C to warming are likely to be those in organic-rich soils, such as wetlands and in permafrost, where the lack of oxygen and liquid water, respectively, slow microbial decomposition. In such systems much of the soil C has not passed through the microbial funnel, but exists as relatively undecomposed plant material 16 . With warming, C in these soils will increasingly pass through the funnel, resulting in a major fraction being decomposed to CO 2 and a small fraction becoming microbial products available for 'restabilization' . Yet wetland and permafrost soils are poorly represented in ESM simulations of land-C-climate feedbacks (but see ref. 73 ) and there is little data available to estimate the likely magnitude of their response to climate change 11, 58, 74 . Given that permafrost contains as much C as all nonpermafrost soils combined 13 , such limitations must be addressed given the potential importance of their responses in dictating the magnitude of land-C-climate feedbacks 73 .
Uncertainties in modelling
The major modelling uncertainty generating low confidence in the magnitude of projected soil C losses arises because of the common and outdated assumptions about soil C turnover represented in the soil sub-models of the ESMs. We dicuss these assumptions below and how new advances in soil biogeochemical modelling suggest a productive way forward.
Model structure. The soil sub-models in ESMs represent soil C responses to warming in a common manner. Soil-C decomposition to CO 2 follows a single first-order response curve, similar to halflife plots for radioactive decay, where the time taken for a constant fraction of soil C to decompose decreases with warming 21,27, 75, 76 . The mechanism then assumes that climate warming increases the short and long-term potential for microbes to decompose soil C to CO 2 (refs 8-10), presupposing a positive C-climate feedback 14 . This representation of soil C turnover in ESMs has remained essentially unchanged for two decades 20, 21 . Over the same time, advances in climate change projection have been made by representing the different mechanisms thought to underlie responses of the physical climate system to anthropogenic emissions 29, 77, 78 . For the physical climate, the spread in an ensemble of model projections with the same scenario forcing is taken as a measure of model uncertainty 28, 29, 74, 78 . A similar principle has been applied to C-cycle projections in ESMs 9,11,14,24 but the validity of doing so is questionable. Specifically, the use of multi-model ensembles underlies the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP), which is a hallmark of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) assessment reports 78 . A key objective of the CMIP is to quantify the influence of structural uncertainty, reflected in representing different mechanisms among models, on projected climate change 28, 29, 77 . Yet, because they represent common mechanisms for soil C turnover, the broad spread among ESMs in the magnitude of projected land-C-climate feedbacks 8-10, 74 is not the consequence of structural uncertainty 26, 54 . Differences among soil sub-model projections instead result largely from parameter uncertainty. Values for parameters such as the 'decay constant' for soil C, contribute to a sixfold difference in the simulated global stock of contemporary soil C
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. Differences in the simulated stocks carry forward and translate to substantial among-model variation in the strength of C-climate feedback projections 26, 54, 79 . Efforts to refine parameter estimates may reduce among-model variation 80 but will not improve confidence in projected soil C stock responses to warming 26, 81 . These improvements will only come through representing the new ideas about the mechanisms regulating soil C turnover.
Representing structural uncertainty in soil processes in the ESMs has the potential to drastically change projected terrestrial C-cycle feedbacks. For example, beyond warming, the CO 2 fertilization effect is a dominant biogeochemical feedback in ESMs 9 . Increasingly, model structures represent the fact that the rate of soil nitrogen (N) supply can strongly constrain plant growth responses to elevated atmospheric CO 2 82 . In general, representing coupled C-N biogeochemistry dampens the CO 2 fertilization effect on plant productivity and reduces terrestrial C storage 83, 84 . Given the complexity of representing global C and N cycles, inclusion of terrestrial N dynamics may increase C-cycle uncertainty, but should build confidence in model projections. Similarly, recent efforts to represent structural uncertainty in soil C responses to warming in soil biogeochemical models 19, [85] [86] [87] suggest that divergent projections of the C-climate feedback will be observed if these efforts are integrated into CMIP exercises. We argue that such initiatives are necessary to represent the true uncertainty associated with projecting terrestrial biogeochemical responses to climate change.
Advances in soil biogeochemical models. Many of the ESMs simulate soil processes by using some of the most widely applied, soil biogeochemical models 27 . These 'conventional' soil models assume that decomposition of soil C to CO 2 is a product of microbial activity, but that microbes do not regulate the rate of soil C turnover 88 . Instead, the control on turnover is exerted by factors such as the chemistry of different soil C compounds 60 . These conventional models therefore explicitly represent controls on microbial activity, but the microbes themselves are considered 'implicit' to the dynamics. Recent major advances in understanding soil C dynamics have come about in the broader context of soil biogeochemical models (as opposed to the narrow subset of these models used in the ESMs) by representing explicitly how microbial physiology, biomass and enzyme kinetics respond to warming 27, 48, 65 . Marked reductions in the size of the soil C stock in response to 30 years of simulated warming were observed with a conventional model structure but not with a microbial-explicit structure, despite the assumption that all of the processes were temperature sensitive 52 . The difference in model structure was that, in the latter case, the microbial biomass controlled soil C decomposition rates via production of degradative enzymes. As microbial biomass and hence enzyme production declined over time, because warming was assumed to reduce microbial growth efficiencies 59 , decomposition slowed and soil C stocks were maintained. Whereas the conventional model projected that warming would reduce soil C stocks, because the first-order decay mechanism assumes soil C decomposition rates are independent of the size of the microbial biomass 52 . Whether the microbial-explicit models are a more accurate mechanistic representation of soil C dynamics is unknown. However, they have been shown to improve the ability of conventional soil C model structures to estimate observed spatial variation and stock sizes of global soil C, as well as their responses to environmental change 19, [85] [86] [87] . Another implicit assumption of most conventional soil models is that the rate of soil C formation (as opposed to decomposition) is regulated by microbial growth efficiencies, with higher efficiencies leading to higher formation rates 89 . Warming-induced reductions in growth efficiencies therefore exacerbate, rather than mitigate as estimated by microbial-explicit models, losses of soil C stocks 4 . Although microbial growth efficiencies are assumed to be invariant in most conventional models (an assumption that is under Figure 3 | The dual role of soil microbes as the agents of both soil C decomposition and stabilization. A new conceptualization of how soil C is formed and stabilized emphasizes that plant-C inputs on which microbes grow most efficiently result in larger protected stocks of soil C. Warming-induced increases in decomposition rates may then cause more unprotected (that is, more warming sensitive) soil C to be converted into stable pools, ultimately mitigating the presumed land-C-climate feedback because accelerated decomposition rates are balanced by elevated formation rates. The grey arrow depicts this theoretical shunt of soil C from more to less temperature-sensitive pools under warming via the microbial funnel into microbial product-mineral complexes.
debate 4, 90 ), the example demonstrates that even slight structural differences in how soil C turnover is represented can translate to a broad spread in the projected magnitude of soil C losses. Until such structural uncertainties are represented in ESM soil sub-models, we cannot know whether the spread in the projected magnitude of the C-climate feedback is reflective of our contemporary conceptual understanding of soil C turnover. As such there is low confidence in the current ESM projections of the C-climate feedback and the resulting constraints on allowable greenhouse gas emissions 14, 74 .
Addressing uncertainties to build confidence
We have neither the data nor the models required to reliably determine how soil C stocks will be affected by a warmer world. These realities suggest a need for modellers and empiricists to collaborate to increase confidence in the magnitude of projected C-climate feedbacks. Such collaborations will succeed through an open discussion -of the knowledge and data gaps in soil C researchbetween the more geophysical-based Earth system modelling community and the more ecological-based empirical community 91 . We propose four ways forward for modellers and empiricists to focus efforts on identifying and addressing critical and tangible assumptions that generate low confidence in projected soil C stock responses. The overarching idea is to induce an exchange cycle of model and empirical insights that rapidly advance mechanistic understanding of how soil C is formed, stabilized and decomposed. The expectation is that these advances in mechanistic understanding will improve confidence in soil C stock responses to warming, at timescales more attractive than those required to assemble direct field observations of soil C stock responses to long-term, chronic ecosystem warming. Importantly, the development of physical climate models shows that higher confidence in feedback projections may be achieved through better representation of mechanisms, even when this does not reduce the spread among model projections 29 . We suggest that the aims for soil biogeochemistry should mirror these developments, with the primary focus on representing and improving our basic understanding of soil C cycling and a secondary focus on reducing the spread among models in the magnitude of projected feedbacks (Fig. 4) .
Represent structural uncertainty.
The most important short-term goal in Earth system modelling efforts focused on the land-Cclimate feedback should be to represent theoretical uncertainty in soil C decomposition and formation processes through different underlying model structures. The major advances in representing such structural uncertainty in microbial-explicit soil biogeochemical models 48,52,63,65,92 should facilitate rapid adoption of competing assumptions in soil sub-models embedded within ESMs. The fundamental approach should emulate standard practices in the atmospheric sciences to sample model structural uncertainty through multi-model ensembles 28 . The standardized protocols, however, should more narrowly compare different mechanistic representations of soil C decomposition and formation within a common modelling framework (for example, different soil biogeochemical models within the same ESM). If these intracomparison efforts are computationally too expensive at the level of complexity of ESMs, it is feasible to compare structurally distinct soil biogeochemical models within the land models that are a component of ESMs 19, 93 . Adopting these systematic 'intracomparisons' will facilitate effective model evaluation and improvement at regional to global scales.
Empiricists have two distinct roles to play in these model intracomparison projects. The first is to work with modellers to develop structural representations that best reflect the competing conceptualizations of soil C turnover. We refer to this approach as model-knowledge integration to distinguish it from the now ubiquitous model-data synthesis efforts, which have failed to redress the low confidence in soil-C-climate feedbacks. Model-knowledge integration will probably involve synthesizing hundreds of published mathematical and conceptual soil models into broad classifications 94 , and summarizing the general processes (and ideally their associated equations) that need to be represented in models 17 . This methodology shows awareness of the human and computational costs related to representing structural uncertainty in climate models, which demands that only the most plausible sets of mechanisms are compared.
The second role for empiricists is to design and execute empirical studies that distinguish which of the rapidly proliferating mechanisms put forth to govern soil C formation and stabilization 16, 22, 23, 60 , are most consistent with field observations of soil C turnover. The rapid growth in development and application of isotopic labelling and fractionation techniques that permit a "look inside" the soil to resolve such dynamics as root-microbial-mineral interactions 34, 37, 38, 40 , highlight the potential for such approaches to refine the sets of mechanisms that must be represented in models. Empiricists can be guided in these efforts by the structural assumptions about soil C turnover to which simulated soil C stock responses are most responsive. An improved mechanistic understanding of soil C turnover can then go hand-in-hand with reductions in model structural uncertainty and, consequently, increasing confidence in the magnitude of the projected feedback (Fig. 4) .
Refine parameter estimates.
Once structural uncertainty is represented and reduced, the aim to lessen the spread in the projected magnitude of the C-climate feedback by refining parameter Shown is a timeline for major initiatives that empiricists and modellers can act on to address the low confidence and wide projected spread in soil C stock responses to warming. Real-world confidence (inverted triangle) in the projected magnitude of these responses increases when different assumptions (that is, structural uncertainty) about the mechanisms governing soil C turnover are represented in models, which then guides empirical research to advance understanding of the mechanisms to which the models are most sensitive. The trajectory of change in the spread among models of the projected magnitude of the feedback is less assured and may increase when structural uncertainty is represented. To establish allowable emissions of greenhouse gases to meet specified climate targets, high confidence in widely divergent projections is superior to low confidence in a narrow range of projections, because policy can then be developed in light of the knowledge that the best available science is considered.
estimates 26,79,81 will be of great value. The current ensemble of ESMs vary markedly in the assumed values of soil parameters, such as the sensitivity of decay constants to warming 27 . Similarly, variation in even the parameter value of a single physiological process in the microbial-explicit models, can mean the difference between large versus no losses of soil C stocks under warming 52 . Notably, soil C stocks are sensitive to a huge range of processes in these microbial models, including community composition, enzyme activities, carbon use efficiency, microbial turnover and mineral surface interactions 19, 48, 65, 95, 96 . Parameter values for these processes tend to be poorly constrained by observations 39, 56, 80, 90, 94 . Hence, modellers can provide critical guidance to empiricists by identifying processes where modelled soil C stocks are strongly sensitive to the assumed parameter value. Such guidance will allow empiricists to focus on identifying the plausible range of values observed in nature and how these values depend on environmental conditions 57, 97 . Consider spatially explicit processes. A guiding principle in developing climate models and ESMs has been to represent major processes, within a model, in a mathematically uniform manner across space. This principle has been effective for representing physical atmospheric processes and also biological processes such as photosynthesis, where trade-offs in the balance between leaf respiratory demands and photosynthetic rates constrain the set of mechanisms and parameter values that can co-occur 98 . However, soil C turnover is regulated by interacting physical and biological processes, with the relative role of each process dependent on a complex suite of environmental conditions that vary in space 65, 73 . For example, the recent focus on the role of microbial-mineral surface interactions in soil C stabilization 23 , combined with a move away from ideas of inherent chemical recalcitrance of plant inputs 16, 66, 68 , may fail to represent soil C turnover in organic soils where mineral surfaces are not abundant 22, 99 . Furthermore, there is evidence that mycorrhizal associations are key arbiters of soil C stocks 37, 100 , that plants can bypass microorganisms to decompose soil C
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, and that physico-chemical sorption/ desorption processes, and not biology, may regulate soil C turnover 1 . Clearly there are a growing number of different and potentially important controls on soil C stocks that remain poorly understood. As such, it is possible that no single structural representation of soil biogeochemistry will be effective at simulating soil C turnover under warming across diverse landscapes.
The practical and computational costs of using different structural representations in ESMs may be infeasible, but there needs to be an appreciation that even a single model structure may need to represent dramatic shifts in the mechanisms underlying soil dynamics. As such, the spatial and temporal scales at which models are parameterized and applied must be carefully considered 94 . For example, effective simulation of soil C turnover may require different mechanisms to operate as the location changes from one underlain by a mineral to an organic soil. These different mechanisms may even be required for the same location, where the turnover of C in organic horizons and underlying mineral horizons are controlled by different factors 99 . Initial investigations of such possibilities will be best facilitated by controlled experiments that separately resolve C turnover in soil C fractions and horizons, and then test whether these dynamics are better represented by models that use a common or spatially dependent mechanistic structure to simulate the total soil C stock.
Establish long-term warming experiments. Achieving real-world confidence in model projections may ultimately demand direct observations of soil C stock responses to climate change 26 . Even once theoretical advances in understanding soil C turnover are widely represented and refined in ESMs, the expectation that projections should be compared to observations is likely to remain. Long-term field ecosystem warming studies are therefore required that, given the expectation that dominant controls on soil C turnover change with space 16 , are organized into networks that facilitate adoption of standard approaches for robust comparison among studies 41 . Experimental field studies are not without limitations. Imposed step-changes in temperature may not elicit the same responses as the observed chronic rise in temperatures. In addition, the few existing long-term studies exemplify how even a detailed understanding of the processes governing the formation and decomposition of different soil C fractions, may not permit accurate inferences about how the soil C stock will respond in the longer term 42 . For example, organismal responses can lead to surprises that modify direct effects of warming, meaning that anticipated losses of soil C stocks may not necessarily occur 30, 42 . Such long-term studies are arguably too few 2 to benchmark model projections against with any real confidence.
To be of most value for determining allowable CO 2 emissions to meet specified climate targets, field-warming experiments should be initiated now and/or existing warming experiments extended to facilitate observations of soil C stock responses. These studies must be well replicated, warm the aboveground as well as soils, and be of sufficiently long duration so that changes in soil C stocks can be reliably assessed despite the 'noise' created by the slow turnover of the total C stock and its pronounced fine-scale spatial variation in size (Fig. 1) . Long durations will also permit organismal responses to manifest at multiple temporal scales (Fig. 2) , increasing confidence that the observed responses might represent those of natural systems. Similarly, if such long-term studies use isotopic and fractionation approaches [36] [37] [38] [39] to resolve the turnover of soil C of differing sensitivities to warming, then inferences that shorter-term responses can be used to estimate total C stock responses can be validated. If long-term studies are broadly initiated, they may need to measure soil C stocks on a mass basis, and not simply C concentrations and/or depth-dependent stocks given their inherent limitations 43, 44 . These studies will face the usual challenge of the limited duration of grants to fund research and so will demand a longerterm view of the value they offer in terms of improving confidence in the effectiveness of greenhouse gas emission targets.
Conclusions
Major conceptual advances across the past 20 years in understanding soil C turnover are not yet reflected in the way in which soil biogeochemistry is represented in ESMs. Evaluating these advances in ESMs will identify how this new knowledge might alter expected responses of soil C stocks to climate change. In turn, insights from the models will expedite gains in basic understanding by identifying mechanisms that must be empirically researched before we can accurately simulate soil C turnover. These activities may initially increase the spread in the projected magnitude of soil C stock responses to warming, but should systematically improve confidence in the projections by factoring conceptual uncertainties into recommendations to manage human-induced changes in climate. 
